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ABSTRACT 

The vigorous development of network broadcast brings economic benefits and negative effects, both sides of 

a coin. The purpose of this paper is to judge that the unauthorized use of music by networks anchors infringes 

the right of communication through information network and performing rights of copyright owners and 

falls into the scope of fair use along with analysing the knottiness faced by copyright owners in safeguarding 

their rights and making claims in the field of webcast, further, certain suggestions for strengthening 

copyright protection in the field of a network broadcast, such as integrating relevant laws, clarifying 

infringement issues and enhancing copyright awareness. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the period of an organization broadcast, with the developing success of dynamic business sectors, 

live streaming stage performances are sprouting up like mushrooms. While the substance of the 

organization's communication is rich, encroachment issues emerge due to inappropriate use and 

execution of others' distributed tunes. While it brings financial worth to society, it likewise prompts 

the ascent of another industry. At the same time, its adverse consequences are likewise showing up, 

as exemplified, by the hysteresis of regulation. The rise of new enterprises is past the extent of the 

expressed guidelines by existing regulations, and the present webcast is one of them. Regulation is 

the premise of a nation's administration furthermore establishment, which is modified to meet the 

dynamic environment. For instance, on February 14, 2018, well-known anchor Feng Timo played 

the melody of darling's heart for around 70 seconds in live transmission on the Douyu Live 

Streaming Platform claimed by Douyu Company. At the point when the tune was played as 

foundation music, Feng Timo collaborated with the clients watching the live broadcast every once 

in a while. In the wake of completing the live transmission, the whole transmission was made into 

a video by the anchors and posted on the authority foundation of Douyu Live Broadcast.  

This paper examines what sort of freedoms in the intellectual property regulation is disregarded by 

unapproved utilization of music, whether it has a place within the class of fair use, and the deterrents 

that the privileges holders face in engaging. 

II. ENCROACHMENT ANALYSIS OF MUSIC USE IN NETWORK 

BROADCAST 

Feng Timo played unapproved melodies in the live transmission and recorded the video to be 

delivered on the stage, which birthed a question between the recording specialists' affiliation and 
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the stage. Step-by-step instructions to describe the utilization of unapproved music played by the 

network secure merits pondering.  

A. Whether Unauthorized Use of Music Falls Under the Class of Fair Use Article 22 of the 

intellectual property regulation gives that, now and again, may utilize work without authorization 

or instalment of compensation to the copyright proprietor given that the name of will determine the 

creator and the title of the work and the different privileges delighted in by the copyright proprietor 

which will not infringe this regulation. It predominantly incorporates a few kinds: 

To embark on with, individual use or acquiring others' attempts to expand individual issues; 

subsequently, the distributed works of people are utilized in the public space; finally, examination 

or presentations for a reason for working on instructive guidelines. The Collective is partitioned 

into 12 things. 

The organization anchor is associated with thing 9: for the distributed works, the exhibition doesn't 

gather charges from general society or pay compensation to the entertainers. There are two major 

issues with this thing. The first is the inability to gather charges from general society, and the second 

is the inability to pay the entertainers. From the point of view of the live transmission, the stage has 

a wide crowd, and it can enter the stage to watch the life broadcast without paying necessary 

expenses, which extends an amusement stage for clients. In any case, the stage, by implication, 

gathers awards from clients, changes over virtual products into genuine money, and offers them 

security to a certain extent, which has prepared a pay chain relationship. 

Along these lines, the way of behaving of the organization anchor can't be ascribed to the class of 

sensible use. On the off chance that the client doesn't give a prize, does it fall under the class of fair 

use? The response is no, as well. As per article 37 of China's Copyright Law, an entertainer (an 

entertainer or a performing element) who takes advantage of someone else's work for execution will 

acquire consent from the copyright proprietor furthermore, pay the comparing compensation. While 

coordinating an execution, the coordinator will acquire the permission of the copyright proprietor 

and pay the relating compensation. He double-dealing for an exhibition of work coming about 

because of interpretation, variation, plan or comment of previous work will be dependent upon the 

consent of the copyright proprietor of the deciphered, adjusted, organized, or commented on work 

and the copyright proprietor of the first work, also, will pay the comparing compensation. 

The copyright proprietor's on the right track to compensation and the right to permit the utilization 

of ambient sound depends on the right of the presentation was delighted in by the copyright 

proprietor of a musical work. At the point when a melody is played as ambient sound during the 

business time of a business place, the administrator normally accepts that he has paid thought while 

buying the music transporter, or at least, he has paid the eminence to the copyright proprietor and 

no different expenses are required. However, this thought incorporates the permit charge for the 

person the client of the music work and the cost of the music transporter. The administrator might 

partake in the presentation at his home free later acquisition of charge very much like customary 

purchasers, yet if he acts in a business place for business purposes, he will get consent from and pay 

compensation to the copyright proprietor. 
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B. Whether Unauthorized Use of Music Infringes Upon Execution Rights 

As indicated by article 10, item 9 of the Copyright Law, the right of execution is the option to 

perform work to the public and to freely communicate the work through different implies. Execution 

incorporates mechanical execution and live execution. The presentation of others' work will be 

subject to the consent of the copyright proprietor. A free exhibition of a distributed work might 

occur without the consent of, or, on the other hand, an instalment of compensation to the copyright 

proprietor gave that the name of the creator and the title of the work will be demonstrated, and 

different freedoms of the copyright proprietor will not encroach. 

In network communication, the host plays music or performs music through the open organization 

stage, which adjusts to the component of public execution works. Generally, live streaming stages 

and anchors are for benefit as opposed to free execution. Accordingly, on the off chance that they 

perform others' works, they ought to acquire the authorization of the copyright proprietor of the 

work ahead of time and pay a specific compensation. Notwithstanding, if a work is to be adjusted, 

deciphered, or commented on, the consent of both the copyright proprietor and the copyright 

proprietor of the adjusted work will get and relate will pay compensation. As of now, there are no 

relating limitations on the utilization of music by secures on live streaming stages, and the attention 

to copyright on live streaming stages are core area of strength for not, in a huge a few encroachments 

act, yet at the same not halted. 

C. Whether the Unauthorized Use of Music Violates the Right of Information Network 

Dissemination 

As per article 10, thing 12 of the Copyright Law, the right of data network spread is to give works 

to the general population through wired or remote means so that general society can get the right of 

works all at once and place chosen by people. Whether an organization anchor involves music 

openly without approval encroaches upon the privileges of others ought to be talked about in two 

cases. In the first place, it just examines the cycle from the main transmission to the following, 

leaving to the side the reality that Feng Timo made the live transmission into a video and posted it 

on the Internet in the cases referenced previously. The law specifies that the right of data network 

scattering empowers general society to pick whether to watch it whenever further, place. 

Notwithstanding, network broadcast is ongoing, and the host constrains the choice of the period as 

opposed to the crowd. Like this, starting here, the demonstration does not align with the 

arrangements of article 10 of the copyright regulation. That is, the unapproved utilization of music 

doesn't infringe the right of data network spread. 

Besides, assuming that we remember the demonstration of anchor Feng Timo aforesaid, to decide 

whether the outcome is encroachment by making recordings and posting them on the Internet. The 

creator accepts that the maintenance and dispersal of the video include encroachment. Assuming 

the video is held and delivered on the web has a place in the classification of video works and adjusts 

to the arrangements of the law with the goal that people, in general, to acquire the works whenever 

and place chosen by people, accordingly infringing the right of data network scattering. Made a 

comparative decision in a 2015 case, including the broadcast of a Chinese super association game, 

in which Sina.com sued Ifeng.com. The offended party guaranteed that the litigant gave 
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synchronous telecom of the occasion to the crowd without approval, disregarding the offended 

party's right to data transmission through the Internet. Be that as it may, because the crowd cannot 

autonomously pick the survey time, the litigant's retransmission conduct isn't intelligence, so it 

doesn't comprise an infringement of the right of data organization transmission. Eventually, the 

court didn't conclude that the demonstration disregarded the option to spread data on the Internet.  

It concluded that the demonstration abused different privileges that ought to be delighted in by the 

copyright proprietor and little rivalry. The debate in the two cases centres around whether the right 

to disperse data on the Internet has been abused. The questionable component is whether the general 

population can watch it in an overall setting picked by people, that is to say, the distinction between 

live communication and retransmission and the maintenance of recorded video. The previous is of 

intuitiveness and practicality, while the last option is by the arrangements of the law that the general 

population is allowed to pick the overall setting. Agreeing to the previous, the right of data network 

spread doesn't have a place with the right of encroachment. So, whether to judge encroachment as 

per the particular subtleties of the punishment. 

III. IMPEDIMENTS TO THE APPEAL OF MUSIC COPYRIGHT IN LIVE 

STREAMING 

A. Copyright Owners and Protection  

It is arduousness for Copyright Owners to Protect Their Rights Most importantly, when an 

organization anchor plays music or performs a tune, there are various suppositions about the idea 

of the gift. If it is characterized as a prize, so it's a misdeed. However, if it isn't included as a prize, 

it's an alternate story. Besides, it isn't difficult to decide what privileges the organization anchor 

abuses when singing. Subsequently, the time of good affirmation is long, the expense of 

encroachment is low, and the expense of shielding privileges is high [1]. Thirdly, because of 

countless organization secures, it requires much investment to survey the individual live video 

cautiously and see if the reward is likewise troublesome conduct in the live transmission is 

connected with music playing or singing [2]. In this manner, the copyright proprietor's freedoms 

assurance process is especially troublesome.  

B. A struggle for Copyright Owners to Claim Pay 

At the point when the foundation of the encroachment ought to go to the anchor or the stage to track 

down a case? The host and the stage concur that every one of the accomplishments of the host 

during the live streaming organization will possess live transmission with all licensed innovation 

freedoms, proprietorship, and applicable freedoms and interests. All accomplishments thus 

normally remember the recordings for the stage. As per the guideline of consistency of privileges 

and commitments, the live communicating the organization is the holder of these accomplishments 

and appreciates important freedoms and interests, so it will normally accept relating responsibilities 

regarding the legitimate outcomes emerging from the accomplishments. So how might how much 

guarantee be determined? Article 49 of the Copyright Law specifies: where copyright or copyright-

related freedoms are infringed, the infringer will repay the copyright proprietor as indicated by his 

genuine misfortune; Where the genuine misfortune is challenging to ascertain, the pay might be 

made given the unlawful additions of the infringer. How much remuneration will likewise 
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incorporate the sensible costs paid by the option to stop the encroaching demonstration? However, 

in the real use of the law will view it as challenging to uphold. Because of countless anchors in the 

organization, it is challenging to decide the real misfortune endured by the straightforward infringer 

through the clients' remunerating conduct. At the equivalent time, the law isn't clear about how to 

rebuff the encroachment in network broadcast, and the fame of the melody will likewise turn into a 

variable influencing the pay, so it is challenging to judge. 

IV. IDEAS ON STRENGTHENING COPYRIGHT SECURITY IN THE 

FIELD OF NETWORK BROADCAST 

As of late, the security of music copyright in China has continuously improved, and copyright 

mindfulness in the music market has significantly contrasted and previously. Notwithstanding, with 

the development of the new model of the organization broadcast industry, the copyright issue faces 

enormous challenges. The copyright issue brought about by network music broadcasts is worth 

further review and conversation. Accordingly, this paper advances a few measures and ideas to 

reinforce copyright security in network broadcast. 

A. Explain the Infringement of Network Broadcast and Incorporate Relevant Laws of Network 

Broadcast  

The conventional intellectual property regulation can't address the issues in the field of an 

organization broadcast. Despite numerous lawful vulnerable sides emerging from the advancement 

of science and innovation, the approach to recognizing music copyright additionally needs to be 

improved with the rise and advancement of new businesses [3]. It is imperative to incorporate a 

progression of regulations and guidelines, like Notice on Strengthening the Management of Online 

Performance, Notice on Strengthening the executives of Online Live Audio and Video Programs 

and Measures on the Management of Online Performance Business Exercises which have been 

given in China to explain the judgment of privileges in the new field of online live communicating. 

For instance, the intellectual property regulation (amended draft) put together by the public 

copyright organization in 2017 proposed to supplant existing privileges of appearing and playing 

with broadcasting freedoms. Broadcasting freedoms are characterized as the right to broadcast the 

work to the general society through remote or wired implies or to rebroadcast the work, as well as 

the right to broadcast the work to the general population through specialized gadgets. Along these 

lines, the initially poorly characterized method for transmission, such as the telecom freedoms can 

control a webcast, zeroing in on bringing the new field of an organization under the lawful skyline 

[4]. 

B. Increment Legislation Related to the Regulation of Stages and Save Regulatory Costs 

Even with such a gigantic host bunch, how to utilize the least time cost, with the most productive 

method for investigating and directing it? Thus, there ought to be more unmistakable arrangements 

in the regulation. For instance, the multi-centre management mode of regulatory division oversight 

as part stage common oversight and host and crowd management as external can adjust the centre 

to regulate this field to accomplish the oversight objective in a brief time frame. The oversight of 

the organization broadcast not just incorporates the substance of organization broadcast, yet, in 
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addition, ought to be remembered for the considerable survey of the execution of privileges and 

commitments of organization broadcast stages [5]. This action can cure the escape clauses that 

might show up during the time spent during the important regulation authorization. As an immediate 

partner in the maltreatment of force or non-execution of commitments of organization broadcast 

stages, convenient announcing of issues on the stages by network anchors and clients are likewise 

the most immediate and compelling way.  

C. Upgrade the Copyright Awareness of Network Broadcast Stages and Anchors 

As live communication is as yet an arising industry, there is minimal lawful management in this 

field [6]. At the point when anchors obtain network assets, they may effortlessly disregard copyright 

issues. The fame of encroachment cases connected with living streaming can act as an advance 

notice to professionals in the live streaming industry. It can ensure the works' innovation and further 

keep away from numerous superfluous issues brought about by encroachment. Simultaneously, the 

stage can give a learning stage for its anchors and urge them to make. Then again, the anchor ought 

to be prepared with the important information connected with copyright to move along the 

consciousness of copyright and lessen the event of encroachment [7]. 

D. Explain the Subject of Liability for Tort Compensation and Apply Punitive Damages 

Albeit the Copyright Law accommodates the remuneration of encroachment harms, it isn't difficult 

to make a suitable punishment because of the confounded circumstance and hazy guidelines. 

Likewise, the subject of the squarely in the punishment is hazy. This makes it very challenging for 

copyright proprietors to guarantee remuneration. There are various conclusions about whether the 

anchor or the stage ought to take on the obligation. Given this issue, as indicated by the rule of 

steady privileges furthermore commitments, the stage will bear the misdeed responsibility for the 

encroaching substance in the video. Be that as it may, when the remuneration standard isn't clear, 

and the genuine misfortune is hard to ascertain, can take for reformatory pay the encroachment pay 

in network broadcast, that is to say, the individual responsible bears a higher genuine misfortune 

than the oblige. Then, at that point, by raising the expense of infringement to forestall and contain 

an enormous number of encroachment acts and empower the freedoms holders to do new 

manifestations so that the infringer does not try to infringe. By explaining the risk of remuneration, 

the creator plans to advance the lawfulness of copyright use in network broadcast, work on the 

appropriateness of intellectual property regulation in network broadcast, and address the issue of 

remuneration. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The novel amusement and intuitiveness of the organization’s broadcast is steadily coordinated into 

the existence of the general population and turns into the zest of individuals' life. Nonetheless, the 

effect of the organization broadcasts on the field of protected innovation privileges has achieved 

numerous issues that can't overlook, particularly the issue of copyright. The time spent utilizing 

music, should sufficiently pay for the encroachment issue consideration regarding the stage and the 

anchor. Instructions to make use of the new model to make the live transmission industry greater 
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what's more, better in the live transmission time while keeping away from a progression of issues 

brought about by encroachment merit our nonstop investigation. 
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